
Product details:
 Model name:  F998C travel mini hair curling iron
 Specialty:  Travel mini curling tong
 MOQ:  1-100,000pcs
 Product size:  Length 170mm, about a pen length
 Barrel color:  White ceramic barrel
 Barrel infused:  Tourmaline, nano-silver powder
 Logo:  Handle or pouch
 Wire label:  Customized
 Technical label:  Customized
 Package:  Box or pouch
 Factory size:  8500 square meters
 Third party audit report:  ISO 9001

Catalogue of F998C:
Mini curler to take in your carry-on for your trip ... To make a perfect journey and be beautiful no matter where
you are.

F998C in other colors:
F998C with purple handle and lilac barrel.



F998C pouch:
This mini curling iron can be packed in a normal box or in a pouch.

Marketing selling points of F998C:
* Private label can be printed on the handle
* Various color for selection, handbag sized
* Mini curling tong, easy to operate, best for shorter hair
* Ceramic technology eliminates damaging hot spots and adds shine while reducing frizz
* Tourmaline barrel which generates negative ions
* Storage pouch with heat resistant fabric
* Perfect for on the go



Packaging & delivery:

Packaging details:

* PVC box packaging
* Size of box: 5.5* 15*2.2cm
* 24pcs/ctn
* Size of carton: 37.5*26.5*29.5cm
* G.W.: 6.25KG
* N.W.: 4.1KG
* 1*20GP=25000pcs
* 1*40GP=47500pcs

Delivery details: 30 days after deposit

How to use:
How to curl hair with a mini curling Iron
A  mini curling iron can be used to create different styles. To curl hair with a mini curling iron, try the following
methods.
1. Heat up the curling iron. Turn on the curling iron and heat it to 210 degrees.
2. Brush your hair thoroughly. Make sure there are no tangles. The hair should be thoroughly dry before curling.
3. Spray a heat protectant to your hair. -optional

4.  Styling in sections, curl your hair. Using just the wand, wrap your section of hair around the barrel. Be sure
not to overlap your hair, as this will reduce heat and result in limp sections. Use your fingers to hold the edge of
the section of hair close to the barrel without burning your hair. To alternate the curling direction between
clockwise and counterclockwise for a more natural effect.
5. Once a curl is down, quickly pin it up. Continue until all of your hair is pinned up. then wait until the curls are
no longer hot before you take off the clips.
6. Manipulate curled hair, if desired. And lightly spray hairspray to give your curls hold. When spray the curls,
always remember, less is more.

You may also be interested in:
As the hair styling tools manufacturer in China, FBT provides a wide range of other hair tools for your selection.
Here is another mini hair straightener for your kind reference.
Wholesale travel mini hair straightener F601B
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